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and Its Reception in Turkey
by ÖZLEM KÖKSAL
Abstract: When Atom Egoyan released his ninth feature fi lm, Ararat (2002), it caused 
heated debates in Turkey and elsewhere as a result of its subject matter: the massacres 
of Ottoman Armenians between 1915 and 1918. This article looks at the problematic 
reception of Ararat in Turkey, examining not only the fi lm itself but also the literature pro-
duced on the subject by journalists, opinion leaders, and academics. It argues that the 
offi cial discourse on the Armenian genocide in Turkey also shaped discussions about 
the fi lm in that country.
ANI: Your father died accidently, he tripped and fell. . . . I didn’t see him 
fall.
CELIA: You didn’t see him fall or you don’t want to think you saw him fall?
ANI: I don’t remember anything but the fact that he slipped and he fell. I 
can’t remember it the way you want me to. Even if  I could remember what 
you want me to remember, I won’t. I don’t need to. Do you understand?
—Ararat
I
V)\WU-OWaIVZMTMI[MLPQ[VQV\PNMI\]ZMÅTUArarat, provoking heated 
debates in Turkey and elsewhere as a result of  its sensitive subject matter: the 
massacres of  Ottoman Armenians between 1915 and 1918, now widely re-
ferred to as the Armenian genocide. In Turkey, many Turks perceived Ararat as a 
personal attack, mainly because of  the dominant prevailing conviction that Arme-
nian claims of  genocide are fabricated. In a letter addressed to Egoyan upon having 
[MMV\PMÅTUIaW]VO<]ZSQ[POQZTKWUXTIQV[IVLI[S["¹5Z-OWaIV1_IV\\WI[S
you if  this event had happened in your history and if  you were accused of  such a 
thing what would you do?”1<PMÅTUWJ^QW][TaUILMIUIZSWV\PQ[aW]VOOQZT"[PM
found it inaccurate but also personally upsetting. This young woman’s reaction on 
Q\[W_VKW]TLPI^MJMMVQV[QOVQÅKIV\WVMIUWVOUIVa0W_M^MZI[1LQ[K][[PMZM
Q\_I[ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^MWN \PMOMVMZITZMIK\QWV\W\PMÅTUQV<]ZSMa_PQKPKIVVW\JM
1 Atom Egoyan, “In Other Words: Poetic Licence and the Incarnation of History,” University of Toronto Quarterly 73, 
no. 3 (2004): 897. 
lbTMU3S[ITPWTL[I8P,QVÅTU[\]LQM[NZWU*QZSJMKS+WTTMOM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 4WVLWV0MZLQ[[MZ\I\QWVNWK][MLWV\PM
ZMTI\QWVJM\_MMVUMUWZaIVLÅTUTWWSQVOI\ÅTU[\PI\ZMXZM[MV\ \PMM`XMZQMVKMWN LQ[XTIKMUMV\ QVZMTI\QWV\W<]ZSMa¼[
UQVWZQ\QM[ ;PM PI[ X]JTQ[PML QV JW\P<]ZSQ[P IVL-VOTQ[P IVL Q[ \PM MLQ\WZ WN World Film Locations: Istanbul
(1V\MTTMK\0MZZM[MIZKPNWK][M[WV\PMZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[WN \PMXI[\QVXPW\WOZIXPaÅTUIVL<>
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[MMVI[UMZMTaLQ[IOZMMQVO_Q\P\PMÅTU¼[WZ-OWaIV¼[IXXZWIKP\W\PM[]JRMK\?Q\PQV
the context of  Turkey such a reaction illustrates the result of  the ongoing dominant 
discourse on the subject, which is a denialist one. The Turkish authorities have denied 
UIVaWN \PMKTIQU[IJW]\\PMOMVWKQLM¸WZ\PM¹ITTMOML)ZUMVQIVOMVWKQLMºI[Q\
would be called in Turkey.2
 <PQ[IZ\QKTMTWWS[I\\PMXZWJTMUI\QKZMKMX\QWVWN \PMÅTUQV<]ZSMaIVL\PM\]ZUWQT
Q\KZMI\MLLQ[K][[QVOVW\WVTa\PMÅTUQ\[MTN J]\IT[W\PM TQ\MZI\]ZMXZWL]KMLWV\PM
subject by journalists, opinion leaders, and academics. Ararat, in Turkey, was received 
on a canvas that was already painted with Turkish nationalism, which is informed by 
\PMWNÅKQITLQ[KW]Z[MWV \PM)ZUMVQIVOMVWKQLM<PQ[ Q[ \W [Ia \PI\ \PMPMOMUWVQK
nationalist discourse in the country was very much at work and visible in the recep-
\QWVWN  \PMÅTU1V<]ZSMaWVMWN UIQVKWVKMZV[WN  \PMÅTU VW\ TQ[\MVQVO \W \PM
other, became its own fate. This was enabled by two factors. First, most analyses of  
\PMÅTUQV<]ZSMa_MZMXZWL]KMLJMNWZMIVaWVMPILIKPIVKM\W[MM\PMÅTU1VW\PMZ
_WZL[\PMÅTU¼[¹ZMKMX\QWVº_I[NWZUMLJMNWZM\PMÅTU_I[¹ZMKMQ^MLº<PM[MKWVL
important factor was that the analyses of  Ararat in Turkey were limited to a number 
of  controversial scenes taken out of  context, making it easier for such nationalistic 
LQ[KW]Z[M[\WJMXZWL]KMLIJW]\\PMÅTU0MVKM\PMÅTU¼[ZMKMX\QWVQV<]ZSMa_I[I
complex event, interwoven with, and shaped by, the existing discussions on—and the 
continuous denial of—the Armenian genocide, which is maintained by the categorical 





Belge Film, the company that bought the rights, decided not to screen it since radical 
VI\QWVITQ[\OZW]X[¹_IZVMLº\PMX]JTQK\PI\\PMa_W]TL¹\ISMIK\QWVºIVLLW_PI\M^MZ
_I[VMKM[[IZa\W[\WX\PMÅTUJMQVO[PW_V3 In an effort to explain their decision to 
_Q\PLZI_\PMÅTU;IJIPI\\QViM\QV\PMW_VMZWN *MTOM.QTU[IQL\PI\IT\PW]OP\PMa
were assured that necessary security measures would be taken in theaters, it was simply 
VW\IKKMX\IJTM \W [KZMMV \PMÅTU_Q\PPMI^aXWTQKMXZM[MVKMIVL_Q\PIVI]LQMVKM
2 Armenian genocide refers to the deportations and massacres of the Armenian subjects of the Ottoman Empire dur-
ing World War I. When the Ottoman Empire allied with Germany during World War I, Armenian revolutionaries saw 
a chance to form an independent nation-state by allying with Russia. The governing party, Committee of Union and 
Progress, wanted to “solve” the Armenian question, and a secret branch within the party, Teskilat-i Mahsusa (Special 
Organization), planned the deportations of Armenians between 1915 and 1918, according to many scholars, with 
the intention of clearing Anatolia of Armenians. Many died during these long marches as a result of starvation and 
illnesses, which later formed part of the accusations against the authorities, claiming that they intentionally did noth-
ing to protect the people. There are also eyewitness accounts claiming to have seen soldiers massacring and torturing 
Armenians, to which the authorities also turned a blind eye. For more information on the history of the Armenian geno-
cide, see Taner Akçam, A Shameful Act: The Armenian Genocide and the Question of Turkish Responsibility (London: 
Constable, 2007); Raymond Kevorkian, The Armenian Genocide: A Complete History (New York: I. B. Tauris, 2011); 
Ronald Grigor Suny, Fatma Müge Göcek, and Norman M. Naimark, eds., A Question of Genocide: Armenians and Turks 
at the End of the Ottoman Empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011).
3 In a press release, Alis¸an Satılmıs¸, the president of the youth wing (Ülkü Ocakları) of the Nationalist Action Party 
(Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi), stated, “Those who show the courage to screen the film should also remember that there 
is a price to pay for such hostility against Turks.” Alis¸an Satılmıs¸, “Ararat’i Cesaretiniz Varsa Yayinlayin,” January 1, 
2004, http://www.bozkurt.net/modules.php?name=News&file=print&sid=1905.
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in fear of  an attack.4<PMÅTU_I[[KZMMVMLWVIVI\QWVIT\MTM^Q[QWVKPIVVMT3IVIT
<ZSNW]ZaMIZ[IN\MZQ\[QVQ\QITZMTMI[M]VLMZ\PMXZM\M`\WN QVNWZUQVO\PMX]JTQKIZ-
guing that the defense strategies could not be successful unless what is being faced is 












by the Armenian lobby.55WZMW^MZ\PMKZQ\QKQ[UWNI[_MTTI[\PMZMIK\QWV\W\PMÅTU
QV<]ZSMa_I[JI[MLTIZOMTaWV\PMÅTUWN Ararat¼[ÅK\QWVITLQZMK\WZ-L_IZL;IZWaIV
\PMÅTU_Q\PQV\PMÅTU\ISQVOQ\W]\WN  Q\[KWV\M`\IVL\ZMI\QVOQ\I[\PMSMZVMT QV
_PQKP\PMM[[MVKMWN \PMÅTUQ[\WJMNW]VL;]KPIVIXXZWIKPMQ\PMZQOVWZML\PMZM[\
of  Ararat, which focused on the daily encounters of  the characters, or accused Egoyan 
WN \ZaQVO\W^MQTPQ[¹ZMITºQV\MV\QWV\PI\WN LMOZILQVO<]ZS[JaX]\\QVO\PMJTIUMWV
;IZWaIV
 1V_PI\NWTTW_[1ÅZ[\JZQMÆaQV\ZWL]KMArarat and some of  its most salient themes, 
paying attention to the way it deals with the legacy of  the Armenian genocide. The 
[MKWVLXIZ\M`IUQVM[\PMZMKMX\QWVWN \PMÅTUQV<]ZSMaTWWSQVOI\VM_[XIXMZIZ\QKTM[
IVL[KPWTIZTa_WZS_ZQ\\MVIJW]\ \PMÅTU6 Finally, the last section outlines the key 




as an idea prior to its release; then, once released, its reception was based on selected 
[KMVM[\PI\Å\\PMM`Q[\QVOLQ[KW]Z[MWV\PM[]JRMK\1V\PMXZWKM[[\PMKWV\ZI[\\PMÅTU
seeks to create disappeared, as did the questions it poses about history and memory. In 
that very disappearance, however, something else came to the fore: namely, the theme 
WN PI]V\QVOIVL\PMÅO]ZMWN \PMOPW[\\PZW]OP_PQKP\PMÅTULMIT[_Q\P\PMUMUWZa
WN \PMM^MV\1VW\PMZ_WZL[\PM_Ia[QV_PQKP\PMÅTUIVLQ\[[]JRMK\PI]V\Q\[I]LQ-
MVKM[IZMWVMWN \PMLM\MZUQVQVONIK\WZ[WN Q\[XIZ\QK]TIZZMKMX\QWV1N ¹\W_ZQ\M[\W-
ries concerning exclusions and invisibilities is to write ghost stories,” as Avery Gordon 
4 “Ararat’ın Gösterimi I˙ptal Edildi,” Milliyet, January 9, 2004, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/2004/01/09/guncel/gun01 
.html.
5 In Turkey, within the dominant discourse on the subject of Armenian genocide, the phrase “Armenian lobby” is used 
to refer to the Armenian diaspora and the presumed propaganda activities by this group that is imagined to be a 
homogeneous entity.
6 The newspaper articles looked at here are from four of the best-selling broadsheets in Turkey: Hürriyet, Milliyet, Sabah, 
and Radikal. All translations from Turkish to English are mine unless otherwise noted.
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claims, then Ararat is a ghost story.70W_M^MZQ\[][MWN PQ[\WZaQ\[VIZZI\Q^M[\Z]K\]ZM
IVLXIZ\QK]TIZTa\PMMUJWLQUMV\WN \PMIJ[MVKMWN PQ[\WZaQV\PMÅO]ZMWN OPW[\Ta
Arshile Gorky make Ararat not only a haunted narrative but also one that haunts.
Locating Ararat. AraratQ[IXIZ\QK]TIZTaLQNÅK]T\ÅTU\W[]UUIZQbM1\LMIT[_Q\P\PM
events of  1915 from an unusual perspective: rather than producing a direct repre-





I[_MTTI[IJWWS_ZQ\\MVJa+TIZMVKM=[[PMZ XTIaMLJa*Z]KM/ZMMV_WWL9 Ararat 
Q\[MTN_PQTMKPZWVQKTQVO\PMXZWL]K\QWVXZWKM[[WN ;IZWaIV¼[ÅTUNWK][M[WV\PMLIQTa
encounters and personal dilemmas of  the characters, who are involved in the making 




what happened when and which event led to what.
 Egoyan explains his decision to create a complicated narrative structure as the re-
sult of  the nature of  the issues he dealt with in Ararat)KKWZLQVO\W\PMLQZMK\WZ¹<PQ[
was the only way the story could be told. It is dense and complex because the issues 
are so dense and complex.”100MVKM \PMÅTU¹][M[M^MZaXW[[QJTM \MV[MIVLUWWL
available to tell its story, from the basic pillars of  the past, present, and the future, to 
the subjective, the past-perfect, and past not-so-perfect, and the past-would-be-perfect-
if-it-weren’t-so-conditional.”11<PQ[QVZM\]ZVITTW_[\PMÅTU\WOWJMaWVL\PMM\PQ-






7 Avery F. Gordon, Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2008), 17.
8 My analysis in this article is primarily concerned with the film’s reception in Turkey, and therefore I do not cover 
the large literature written on Ararat. However, there are many articles and book chapters available in English. In 
2004 Armenian Review published a special issue on Ararat in which the film is discussed from different viewpoints; 
see Armenian Review 49, nos. 1–4 (2004–2005). See also Jonathan Romney, Atom Egoyan (London: BFI, 2003), 
171–187; Emma Wilson, Atom Egoyan (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2009), 115–128; Lisa Siraganian, 
“Telling a Horror Story, Conscientiously: Representing the Armenian Genocide from Open House to Ararat,” in Image 
and Territory: Essays on Atom Egoyan, ed. Monique Tschofen and Jenifer Burwell (Waterloo, ON: Wilfrid Laurier 
University Press, 2007), 133–156.
9 Clarence Ussher was an American physician in Turkey at the time; his book is An American Physician in Turkey 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1917). 
10 Egoyan, “In Other Words,” 902.
11 Ibid., 901–902.
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IJ[MVKMWN UMUWZaIJ[MVKMWN ZMKWOVQ\QWVIVLÅVITTa\PMIJ[MVKMWN \PM^ MZaXMWXTM
whose history it wants to capture.
 )\\PMKMV\MZWN \PM[\WZaQ[:INÅ,I^QL)TXIaIVLPQ[ZMTI\QWV[PQX\W\PMXI[\
particularly to his father, who was killed while trying to assassinate a Turkish diplomat. 
:INÅ¼[UW\PMZ)VQ)Z[PQVM3IVRQIVQ[IVIZ\PQ[\WZQIV_PWPI[_ZQ\\MVIJWWSWV




Ani’s second husband, who is seeking the truth about her father’s death and some form 






WVMWN _PQKPQ[\PMZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN ¹LWWZSMMXMZºVW\WVTaJMKI][MWN PQ[RWJ¸LM-
KQLQVO_PWIVL_PI\MV\MZ[\PMKW]V\Za¸J]\IT[WJMKI][MWN PQ[MVKW]V\MZ_Q\P:INÅ
which will be discussed further below.
 What connects these characters, aside from having direct or indirect involvement 
_Q\P;IZWaIV¼[ÅTUQ[\PI\\PMaMQ\PMZ[]NNMZNZWU[WUM[WZ\WN LMVQITWN \Z]\PWN IK-
SVW_TMLOUMV\WZTQ^MQVLMVQIT\PMU[MT^M[IVLQV[WUMKI[M[JW\PI\\PM[IUM\QUM
This denial is maintained by refusing to face the entire truth, rejecting the opportunity 
to hear the other and, most important of  all, refusing to face the past as well as the 
resonances of  the past in the present.
 <PM\Q\TMWN \PMÅTUKWUM[NZWU5W]V\)ZIZI\IVQUXWZ\IV\[aUJWTQK[Q\MQV)Z-





)VQ;IZWaIVKQ\M[¹XWM\QK TQKMV[MºIVL \PI\ Q\ Q[ \Z]M¹QV [XQZQ\º<PM [KMVM TWKI\M[
;IZWaIV¼[IV`QM\aIZW]VL\PMQUIOMWN )ZIZI\I[PMLQ[TWKI\M[\PMUW]V\IQV"\PMQ[[]M
here is not geographical but temporal, about what is needed today rather than what 
exactly happened in the past. This, in turn, determines how Egoyan deals with the is-
[]MWN \QUMQV\PMÅTUI[Q\UW^M[NZMMTaJM\_MMVLQNNMZMV\\MUXWZITQ\QM[
 <PMÅZ[\QUIOMWN Ararat, after that image of  the mountain, is the photograph of  
)[PQTM/WZSaIVLPQ[UW\PMZ.QO]ZM<PMÅTUWXMV[_Q\P\PMKIUMZIOIbQVOIKZW[[
\PMIZ\QNIK\[IVLW\PMZUI\MZQIT[QV/WZSa¼[[\]LQWQVKT]LQVO\PM[SM\KPIVL\PMÅV-
ished version of  his famous painting )Z\Q[\IVL0Q[5W\PMZ!.QO]ZM<PM[KMVM
Q[IT[W\PMÅZ[\WVMWN [M^MZIT\PI\LMXQK\[/WZSaQVPQ[[\]LQWQV\PM![KZMI\QVO
IVIUJQO]W][ZMTI\QWVJM\_MMV\PM[M[MY]MVKM[IVL\PMZM[\WN \PMÅTU<PMKIUMZI
12 In addition to being the home of the gods in Armenian mythology, Mount Ararat also serves as the symbol of the 
Republic of Armenia.
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then moves across the room to stop, mo-
mentarily, on the painter himself  looking 
outside the window before dissolving into 




let suggests, the ghosts of  history that con-
nect and haunt these two men also haunt 
\PMÅTUQK[XIKM"¹)T\PW]OP\PM[MN]OQ\Q^M
silhouettes assume, after several long sec-
onds, the form of  harmless travellers, 
they nevertheless inscribe the phantoms 
WN ;IZWaIV¼[IVL/WZSa¼[[PIZMLPQ[\WZa
WV \PM []ZNIKM WN  \PM ÅTUQK [QOVQÅMZº13 
0W_M^MZ\PMOPW[\[WN PQ[\WZaPI]V\VW\
only the image but also the soundtrack 
in this sequence, albeit much more dis-
creetly: as the image slowly dissolves into 
people walking at the airport, the sound 
IT[WLQ[[WT^M[?PI\[MMU[I\ÅZ[\\WJM
the sound of  people walking at the air-
port reveals itself  to be two superimposed 
sounds, the sound of  people walking ac-
companied by horses dissolving into the 
noises of  the airport: the displacement 
connecting the two men is revealed sub-
tly with the sound bridge that also con-
nects the two images. While the forced 
marches of  Armenians accompanied by 
soldiers on horses marks Gorky’s past, a 
ruptured sense of  space and time marks 
;IZWaIV¼[
 )[QUQTIZ[MV[MWN Z]X\]ZM[PIXM[:INÅ¼[
QLMV\Q\a I[ PM [MIZKPM[ NWZ ¹[WUM SQVL
of  explanation” as to what happened to 
PQ[ NI\PMZ )T\PW]OP¸]VTQSM +MTQI¼[ NI-
ther—there is no question as to how he 
LQML_PI\PI]V\[:INÅQ[\PMZMI[WVPM
followed the path he did, which caused 
PQU\WLQM\PM_IaPMLQL:INÅ¼[NI\PMZ_I[SQTTML_PQTMPM_I[\ZaQVO\WI[[I[[QVI\M
a Turkish diplomat in an attempt to raise awareness about the Armenian genocide, 
_PQKP_Q\PW]\M`XTQKQ\TaVIUQVO \PMUPQV\[I\ \PM)ZUMVQIV;MKZM\)ZUa NWZ \PM
13 Sylvia Rollet, “Discontinuous Transmission,” Armenian Review 49, nos. 1–4 (2004–2005): 68.
Figure 1. Photograph of Gorky and his mother in Van 
(photographer unknown, 1912).
Figure 2. Artist and His Mother, by Arshile Gorky 
(Whitney Museum of American Art, New York).
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4QJMZI\QWVWN )ZUMVQI¼[);)4)IK\Q^Q\QM[QV\PM! [_PQKP1LQ[K][[PMZMQV:INÅ











_PM\PMZ WZ VW\:INÅ Q[ [U]OOTQVO QTTMOIT []J[\IVKM[ QV\W+IVILI J]\ N]VK\QWV[ \W
PQOPTQOP\\PMQUXW[[QJQTQ\aWN M`XW[QVO\PM\Z]\P:INÅQ[[MIZKPQVONWZ1VIVMNNWZ\\W
M`XTIQVPQU[MTN:INÅ[\IZ\[\ITSQVOIJW]\PQ[IVKM[\WZ[\PMLMVQITWN \PM[]NNMZQVO\PMa
were subjected to, as well as his father, illustrating his points with the video recordings 
PMPI[KIX\]ZMLQV>IVQV_PQKP¹\PMZMQ[VW\PQVOJ]\Z]QV[º.QO]ZM<PMQUIOM[
visible to the spectator as well as to David, serve neither to prove nor to disprove his 
[\WZaJ]\\PMaXWQV\\WIUIZSTMN\JaIJ[MVKM:INÅ¼[VMML\WJMPMIZLKWUM[JMNWZM
and goes beyond, his need to make a statement on the subject.14
14 According to Marc Nichanian, the scene represents a symbolic encounter between the law and belief, as well as 
Armenian history’s forcing its entry into the civilized world. As the airport serves as the gate of the civilized world 
and David as the guardian of that gate, Nichanian argues that the encounter is “exactly like in Kafka’s brief text 
‘Before the Law,’ [Raffi] encounters the guardian of the law, the civilized world. . . . Egoyan, for the first time ever, 
organizes an encounter with the civilized world” (152), and it is during this encounter that the relation between truth 
and testimony is challenged. Marc Nichanian, “Representation and Historicity,” Armenian Review 49, nos. 1–4 
(2004–2005), 152–155.
Figure 3. Raffi (David Alpay) illustrating his story to David (Christopher Plummer) with the video recording 
he captured in Van (Miramax, 2002).
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 <PM ÅTU ][M[ MIKP KPIZIK\MZ \W ¹[XMISº IV I[XMK\ WN  \PM []NNMZQVO IVL []J[M-
Y]MV\TaIVI[XMK\WN \PQ[]VZMKWOVQbMLPQ[\WZaI[_MTTI[Q\[QV\MZOMVMZI\QWVITMNNMK\[
The complexity of  the situation, the impossibility of  representing the very suffering 
that is driving the characters’ actions as well as the narrative, is presented not through 
a narrative that assumes a mastery over history but through the admission and address-




with the audience, reminding them that it is the denial, rather than the initial event, 
\PI\KI][M[\PMUW[\[]NNMZQVOQV\PMXZM[MV\0MZTIKMZI\MLJMQVOLZQ^M[PMZ\WTIKMZI\M
IXIQV\QVO\PI\PI[KWUM\WMUJWLaQV)VQ¼[_WZL[IVQV\MZOMVMZI\QWVITXIQV0W_
this denial relates to the present day, and in which ways it manifests itself, is revealed in 
\PMZMKMX\QWVWN \PMÅTUQV<]ZSMa
Discourse on the Armenian Genocide and the Reception of Ararat in Tur-
key. The dominant discourse on the Armenian genocide in Turkey, which is formed 
around denying accountability and avoiding the subject when possible, also shaped the 
ÅTU¼[ZMKMX\QWV5IVaKZQ\QK[IXXTa\PM[MTMK\Q^MIXXZWIKP\WPQ[\WZa\PI\.I\UI5OM
/KMSQLMV\QÅM[I[\PM¹:MX]JTQKIVLMNMV[Q^MVIZZI\Q^Mº_PMVLQ[K][[QVOPQ[\WZQWOZI-
phy about Ottoman Armenians in Turkey.15
 According to Göcek, historiography on Armenians in Turkey can be viewed in 
three historical periods according to the different purposes they serve and in line with 
the political climate from which they emerge: Ottoman investigative narrative, Repub-
lican defensive narrative, and postnationalist critical narrative.16 The Ottoman inves-
tigative narrative covers the period of  the events and their immediate aftermath. The 
most salient aspect of  these works, such as memoirs and reports, is that they do not 
question the occurrence of  the massacres.17 ;]J[MY]MV\Ta\PMZMQ[IXMZQWLWN [QTMVKM
]V\QT!IVL \PMVIVW\PMZ \_MV\aaMIZ[WN  [QTMVKM]V\QT!<PI\ Q[ \W [IaIT-
though the silence on the matter was broken temporarily in the 1950s with a few works 
disseminating the Republican defensive narrative, most of  these works were published 
L]ZQVOIVLIN\MZ\PM![<PM:MX]JTQKIVLMNMV[Q^MVIZZI\Q^MQ[LWUQVI\MLQV\WVM
by Turkish nationalism and blames Western forces and Armenian revolutionaries for 
the loss of  Armenian lives, disclaiming all responsibility on the part of  the Turkish au-
thorities. Göcek connects the emergence and popularity of  works that disseminate the 
Republican defensive narrative to the political climate in Turkey: the nationalist nar-
ZI\Q^M[KWVKMZVQVO\PMM^MV\[WN !_MZM_ZQ\\MVXZMLWUQVIV\TaL]ZQVO\PM![
\PMXMZQWLQV_PQKP);)4)MUMZOMLIVLKIZZQMLW]\IV]UJMZWN I\\IKS[WV<]ZSQ[P
embassies abroad—and an airport in Turkey—killing and wounding many civilians. 
15 Fatma Müge Göcek, “Reconstructing the Turkish Historiography on the Armenian Massacres and Deaths of 1915,” 
in Confronting the Armenian Genocide: Looking Backward, Moving Forward, ed. Richard G. Hovannisian (Edison, NJ: 
Transaction Publishers, 2003), 218–223.
16 Ibid., 210–211.
17 Ibid., 211.
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Their aim was to create awareness and recognition of  the Armenian genocide, but in 
<]ZSMaQ\KZMI\MLIKW]V\MZZM[XWV[M)KKWZLQVO\W/KMS¹\PMLMNMV[Q^M:MX]JTQKIV
VIZZI\Q^M JMKIUM M^MVUWZM XWTIZQbML L]ZQVO \PQ[ XMZQWL I[ Q\ LZM_ [MTMK\Q^MTa WV
Ottoman documents and the works of  early Republican writers to maintain its ascen-
dance down to the present.”18 The most recent approach to the historiography of  Ot-
toman Armenians, a postnationalist critical narrative, emerged in the early 1990s with 
\PMTM[[MVQVOWN UQTQ\IZaQVÆ]MVKMW^MZXWTQ\QK[IVLQV\MV[QNaQVO\ITSWN IKKM[[QWV\W\PM
-]ZWXMIV=VQWV)KKWZLQVO\W/KMSXW[\VI\QWVITQ[\KZQ\QKITVIZZI\Q^M[IZM¹XZWL]K\[
of  emerging civil society in contemporary Turkey.”19 Admittedly, within the last de-
cade, discussions concerning the Armenian question have begun to force themselves 
into the Turkish public sphere. Recently, although not to everyone’s satisfaction and 
VW\_Q\P[]NÅKQMV\[]J[\IVKM\WKPIVOM\PMWNÅKQITLQ[KW]Z[M\PMQ[[]MPI[[\IZ\ML\WJM
LQ[K][[MLUWZM_QLMTa0W_M^MZ\PQ[LWM[VW\UMIV\PI\IVM_LQ[KW]Z[MPI[ZMXTIKML
its predecessor. Rather, they both exist simultaneously: as the postnationalist discourse 
encourages open debate about history, the Republican defensive narrative maintains 
its dominance and continues to produce counterarguments.
 0MVKMWV\PM[]ZNIKM\_W\PQVO[IXXMIZ\WPMTX[PIXMIVLUIQV\IQV\PMLWUQVIV\
discourse on the subject in Turkey: the narrative on how Armenians collaborated with 
\PMQUXMZQITXW_MZ[L]ZQVO?WZTL?IZ1IVL\PMTI\MZI\\IKS[KIZZQMLW]\Ja);)4)




ated with imperialist powers:
<PMZMITXZWJTMU_I[\PI\\PM[]JRMK\ZMNMZZMLI[\PM¹)ZUMVQIV8ZWJTMUº
occupied such a perverse place in [the Turkish] mind. The subject was so 
NWZMQOV\WW]Z_IaWN \PQVSQVOIVL\PM_Ia_M^QM_ML\PM_WZTLW]Z?MT\-
IV[KPI]]VO\PI\\WIXXZWIKPQ\[MZQW][TaUMIV\ZQ[SQVOITT\PMKWVKMX\[WZ
models we had used to explain our world and ourselves. Our entrenched 
belief  systems constituted an obstacle to understanding the subject.20
In other words, the desire to maintain the concepts that help explain our world to our-
[MT^M[WN\MVTMIL[\W\PMLQ[\WZ\QWVWN JW\P\PMZMITQ\aIVL\PMLMÅVQ\QWVWN \PMXZWJTMU
Q\[MTN)StIUZMNMZ[\W\PQ[I[\PM¹NMIZWN KWVNZWV\QVOº\PMQ[[]MPMVKM\PMZMI[WV\PM
subject occupies a perverse place in the Turkish mind.21
 <PQ[ NMIZIT[W [PIXML \PMLQ[K][[QWV[WN  \PMÅTU QV<]ZSMa)[ \PMIVITa[Q[PMZM
_QTT QTT][\ZI\M IKKWZLQVO \W \PMUIQV[\ZMIUUMLQI _PQKP WN\MV ZMXMI\[ \PM WNÅKQIT




20 Taner Akçam, From Empire to Republic: Turkish Nationalism and the Armenian Genocide (New York: Zed Books, 
2004), ix.
21 Ibid.
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Aktan asserts in his article in the 0ZZQaM\,IQTa6M_[ is a case in point. According to Ak-
tan, ¹+WV\ZIZa\W\PMKTIQU[WN \PMUW^QMArarat, the Turks never hated Armenians.”22 
)S\IV¼[IZ\QKTM_I[_ZQ\\MVJMNWZM\PMÅTUXZMUQMZML¸PMVKMJMNWZMIVaWVMPILPIL
a chance to see it. The defensive rhetoric, outlined by Göcek, is embedded even in this 
[PWZ\[MV\MVKMI[Q\ZM^MIT[\PMI[[]UX\QWV\PI\\PMZMQ[WZ_QTTJMIV¹I\\IKSºWV\PM
<]ZS[[QUXTaJMKI][M\PMÅTULMIT[_Q\PIXIZ\QK]TIZTaPWZZQÅKUWUMV\QV\PMPQ[\WZa
of  Armenians in Anatolia.
 )S\IV¼[[\ZWVO[\I\MUMV\IJW]\IÅTUPMPI[VW\[MMVZM^MIT[IVQUXWZ\IV\I[XMK\
WN \PMÅTU¼[<]ZSQ[PZMKMX\QWV)[[\I\MLITZMILa_PI\Q[ZMNMZZML\WI[\PM¹ZMKMX\QWVº
\PZW]OPW]\ \PQ[ IZ\QKTM QVKT]LM[VW\WVTa ZM[XWV[M[ \W \PMÅTUJ]\IT[W ZMIK\QWV[ \W
\PMQLMIWN \PMÅTUXZQWZ\WQ\[ZMTMI[M<PQ[Q[JMKI][M\PMLQ[K][[QWV[IJW]\\PMÅTU
QV<]ZSMa[\IZ\MLUWV\P[JMNWZMQ\XZMUQMZMLI\\PM+IVVM[.QTU.M[\Q^ITQV as 
Ararat was already making the news during its production and postproduction phases. 
+WT]UVQ[\[QV<]ZSMaXMVVMLUIVaWXQVQWVXQMKM[JMNWZM\PMaPILPILIKPIVKM\W
[MM\PMÅTU




only because it reveals the speculative and reactionary nature of  these articles but also 







1\MVLML_Q\PI_IZVQVO \PI\ QN 5QZIUI`LMKQLML \WOWIPMIL_Q\P \PMXZWRMK\ Q\




 5W[\ WN  \PM[M IZ\QKTM[ IZM IT[W M`IUXTM[ WN  \PM:MX]JTQKIV LMNMV[Q^M VIZZI\Q^M
which still dominates discourse in Turkey. In February 2002 DogàIV=T]t ZMNMZZQVO
\W\PMÅTU_ZW\M\PI\¹Q\[MMU[\PI\[WUM)ZUMVQIVOZW]X[JTQVLMLJaPI\ZML_QTT
22 Gündüz Aktan, “Why Cannot It Be?,” Hürriyet Daily News, January 9, 2002, http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/h 
.php?news=why-can-not-it-be-2002-01-09. Aktan is a former diplomat who is also known for his engagement with 
the subject. As well as his writings on the Armenian issue (most of which are in line the Republican defensive narra-
tive, per Göcek), he was the former president of Avrasya Stratejik Aras¸tırmalar Merkezi (Center for Eurasian Strategic 
Studies). See also note 31 below.
23 “Ararat Savas¸ı,” Milliyet, February 27, 2002, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/2002/02/27/dunya/adun.html.
24 Egoyan, it is reported, did not want to screen his film as part of the competition “in order to assuage the intense 
controversy it was expected to arouse”; “Ararat,” Canadian Film Encyclopaedia, http://tiff.net/CANADIANFILMEN 
CYCLOPEDIA/content/films/ararat. However, in Turkey it was reported that the film was rejected as part of the com-
petition by the festival committee itself. “Ararat Cannes Film Festivalinde Yarıs¸ma Dıs¸ı Bırakıldı,” Zaman, April 25, 
2002, http://arsiv.zaman.com.tr/2002/04/25/kultur/butun.htm.
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how they want to portray us to the world.”263ÜsãTITÜ KWVKT]LML \PI\ \W]VLMZ[\IVL
\PM KIUXIQOVIOIQV[\ \PM<]ZS[ QV \PM_WZTL<]ZS[U][\ [MM \PMÅTUIVLML]KI\M
themselves with regard to this rising danger.27;QUQTIZTaIVLQVTQVM_Q\P\PMZPM\WZQK
of  neoliberal nationalism, 5QTTQaM\KWT]UVQ[\5MTQP)sãÜSIZO]ML\PI\Ararat was another 
case of  5QLVQOP\-`XZM[[)TIV8IZSMZ! IVL[]OOM[\ML\PI\WNÅKQITJWLQM[IVLVWV-
OW^MZVUMV\ITWZOIVQbI\QWV[IK\¹VW_ºZI\PMZ\PIVTI\MZI[\PMÅTU_I[[\QTTQV\PMXZW-
cess of  being made.28 AsãÜSZMKWUUMVLML\PI\\PMXZWL]KMZ[JMZMUQVLML\PI\<]ZSMa
WNNMZ[ITIZOMUIZSM\NWZ\PMQZJ][QVM[[IVL\PMZMNWZM\PI\IVa\PQVO¹\PI\UQOP\P]Z\
<]ZSMaº[PW]TLJMZMUW^MLNZWU\PMÅTU29








how they deal with the past. Best described as disavowal, these articles bring past and 
present narratives together to suit their purposes. In the process, discrepancies in their 
narrative become irrelevant or unimportant. Writing for the newspaper ;IJIP, Erdal 
;¸INISLQ[XTIa[I^MZaZM^MITQVOM`IUXTM0MJMOQV[PQ[IZ\QKTM_Q\PIVIVMKLW\M_PQKP
was apparently kept a secret for a long time. A French Armenian professor comes to 
<]ZSMa_Q\PINZQMVL\W^Q[Q\\PM^QTTIOMPQ[XIZMV\[WZQOQVITTaKIUMNZWU=XWVIZZQ^IT
they meet the village’s imam, and after a lengthy conversation, it is revealed that the 
25 Dog˘an Uluç, “Ararat’a Kars¸ı Büyük Hile,” Hürriyet, February 24, 2002, http://webarsiv.hurriyet.com.tr/2002 
/02/24/92781.asp.
26 Tufan Türenç, “Aynı Yanlıs¸ı Ararat I˙çin de Yapmayalım,” Hürriyet, December, 29, 2001, http://hurarsiv.hurriyet.com 
.tr/goster/ShowNew.aspx?id=45358; Mehmet Ali Kıs¸lalı, “Ararat Seyredilmeli,” Radikal, March 7, 2002, http://www 
.radikal.com.tr/haber.php?haberno=31207.
27 Kıs¸lalı, “Ararat Seyredilmeli.”
28 Writing on Turkish nationalism, Tanıl Bora argues that from the 1990s on, two dynamics were at play in the shaping 
of Turkish nationalism in a rapidly globalizing world: “reactionary nationalistic movements,” which use the “theme of 
national survival,” and “pro-Western nationalistic movements.” Influenced by these two dynamics, Bora defines five 
main nationalist languages in Turkey: official nationalism (Atatürk nationalism), Kemalist nationalism (Ulusçuluk), 
liberal nationalism, Turkish radical nationalism, and the recently rising Islamist nationalism. However, rather than 
being mutually exclusive, these five categories are interfused, “which ultimately reinforces the hegemony of national-
ism.” See Tanıl Bora, “Nationalist Discourses in Turkey,” South Atlantic Quarterly 102, nos. 2–3 (2003): 436.
29 Melih As¸ık, “Ararat Yolda,” Milliyet, June 23, 2001, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/2001/06/23/yazar/asik.html.
30 Hasan Pulur, “Ararat Filmi ve S¸ehit Tıbbiyeliler,” Milliyet, May 24, 2002, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/2002/05/24 
/yazar/pulur.html. 
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QUIUQ[QVNIK\\PMXZWNM[[WZ¼[JZW\PMZ"¹1\\]ZV[W]\\PI\\PMaIZMXIZ\WN \PM[IUMNIU-
ily scattered around by the storm [SI[ÜZOI] in the 1900s. While half  of  the family left, 
the other half  stayed behind and converted to Islam.”31 The imam asks his brother 
\WTMI^MJMNWZMIVaWVMÅVL[W]\I[PMNMIZ[\PMKWUU]VQ\a_QTTVW\ZM[XMK\PQUI[I
religious leader if  they discover that he is in fact a convert [dönme], which is also the 
reason the story is kept a secret for a long time. ;¸afak writes this article in relation to 




believe that [their] hands are clean.”32 What is noteworthy in this article, and in many 
others, is the inconsistency latent in its description of  the past and the present. ;¸afak 
ZMNMZ[ \W \PM M^MV\ I[ I ¹[\WZUº,M[XQ\MPQ[PM[Q\IV\ IKSVW_TMLOUMV\ \PI\ ¹[WUM-
\PQVOºPIXXMVMLPM[]LLMVTaKWUM[ \W \PMKWVKT][QWV\PI\¹W]ZPIVL[IZMKTMIVº
which suggests that the word storm was not a metaphor for the catastrophic event that 
befell Armenians but a term referring to an event that affected everyone, including 




Ülkü Dogàanay point out in their report on hate speech in the print media, the way the 
XZWJTMUQ[LMÅVMLQV\PMUMLQI[PW_[\PI\\PM
politics of  deadlock, which includes the misrecognition of  the problem, and 
the emotional tone that lies behind it, is recruited by media professionals. 
2][\I[\PM_IaQV_PQKP\PMXZWJTMUQ[QLMV\QÅMLQV^WT^M[LQ^MZ\QVO\PMNW-
cus based on creating false enemies, the solution is also based on ignoring 





rather than Turkey’s unwillingness to consider or investigate what really happened. 
;]KPLMÅVQ\QWV[WN \PMXZWJTMUIT[W[PIXMLZMIK\QWV[\W\PMÅTUQV<]ZSMaQV_PQKP
\PMÅTU_I[XMZKMQ^MLI[XIZ\WN \PMXZWJTMUZI\PMZ\PIVIVIZ\QK]TI\QWVWN Q\<PM
predominant view in Turkey today sees the events as unfortunate but refuses account-
IJQTQ\aZMRMK\QVO[XMKQÅKITTa\PMIKK][I\QWV[ZMOIZLQVOOMVWKQLITQV\MV\\PMQV\MV\QWV
to clear Anatolia of  Armenians. Therefore, the word OMVWKQLM is taboo in Turkey when 
used in relation to Armenians.
31 Erdal S¸afak, “Ararat Kavgası,” Sabah, January 11, 2004, http://arsiv.sabah.com.tr/2004/01/11/yaz08-10-110 
-20040105.html.
32 Ibid.
33 Eser Köker and Ülkü Dog˘anay, Irkçı Deg˘ilim Ama: Yazılı Basında Irkçı-Ayrımcı Söylemler (Ankara: IHOP Yayınları, 
2011), 102.






In line with the dominant discourse on the subject, and with the aim of  discrediting 
\PMÅTU4ItQVMZIVL3IV\IZKÜKTIQU\PI\Ararat received funding from various Arme-
VQIVWZOIVQbI\QWV[IVL_I[UILMI[IXZWXIOIVLIÅTU1VIL^MZ\MV\TaKWV[\Z]K\QVOI
prime example of  the defensive narrative and using key words of  the liberal nationalist 
LQ[KW]Z[MMOUIZSM\MKWVWUaZMTI\QWV[_Q\P\PM?M[\\PMI]\PWZ[IZO]M\PI\\PM
ÅTUKIUXIQOV[IOIQV[\\PM<]ZS[IVLVW\WVTa_W]TLKI][MXZWJTMU[JM\_MMV\PM\_W













maker as well as on the process of  representation. Nevertheless, as I argue, the aim of  
\PMI]\PWZ[_I[VW\\WMVOIOMKZQ\QKITTa_Q\P\PMÅTUIVL\PMZMNWZMXMZPIX[\WKWVNZWV\
the ghosts of  the past but to discredit it, to chase away the ghosts, albeit temporarily.
 The second book published in Turkey that treats Ararat as propaganda was written 
JaIVW\PMZIKILMUQK*QZ[MV3IZIKIIVLKITTML<PM)TTMOML)ZUMVQIV/MVWKQLM8ZWRMK\"
;WKQIT5MUWZaIVL+QVMUI.38 In addition to Ararat3IZIKIIT[WTWWS[I\0MVZQ>MZVM]QT¼[
5IaZQO5W\PMZ!!IVL;IZSa5W]LZQIV¼[;WV[WN  ;I[W]V!ITTWN _PQKPKWV\IQV
[WUMZMNMZMVKM\W\PMPQ[\WZaWN 7\\WUIV)ZUMVQIV[3IZIKI_PW_I[_ZQ\QVO\PM
book four years after Ararat¼[ZMTMI[MIVLPMVKMPIL[MMV\PMÅTUIZO]M[\PI\ITT\PZMM
ÅTU[IZMIQUMLI\LQ[[MUQVI\QVOIUIVQX]TI\MLIVLWVM[QLML[\WZaWN \PMPQ[\WZQKIT
34 The book was published by the research center Avrasya Stratejik Aras¸tırmalar Merkezi-Ermeni Arastirmalari Enstitüsü 
(Center for Eurasian Strategic Studies, Institute for Armenian Research, or ASAM-ERAREN). Taner Akçam describes 
ASAM as the propaganda center of the Turkish government for disseminating the official ideology of the state on the 
Armenian problem. ASAM changed its name in 2005 to Center for Research on Crimes against Humanity. See Taner 
Akçam, Ermeni Meselesi Hallolunmustur: Osmanli Belgelerine Göre Savas¸ Yıllarında Ermenilere Yönelik Politikalar 
(Istanbul: Iletisim Yayinlari, 2008), 168. According to Egoyan the shooting script was not publicly available at the 
time the book was written but “somehow found its way to Turkey.” See Egoyan, “In Other Words,” 898.
35 In addition to the general tone of the book that argues for Egoyan’s nationalist views, the authors also explicitly 
state that Egoyan was “radicalized” during and after his university years, particularly after meeting his wife, Arsine 
Khanjian. See Sedat Laçiner and Senol Kantarcı, Ararat: Sanatsal Ermeni Propagandası (Ankara: ASAM, 2002), 51.
36 Ibid., 62.
37 Ibid., 65.
38 Birsen Karaca, Sözde Ermeni Soykırımı Projesi: Toplumsal Bellek ve Sinema (Istanbul: Say, 2006).





intended to damage Turkey’s credibility.40 )KKWZLQVO \W 3IZIKI >MZVM]QT¼[5IaZQO





of  Turks for the audiences.”42



















)KKWZLQVO \W,ITLIT¹?PQTMI\\MUX\QVO \WXZM[MV\ \PM \Z]\PArarat creates its own 
39 According to Tanil Bora, Kemalist nationalism is characterized by the motifs of anti-imperialism, secularism, and 
anti-Westernism. It “exhibits a stance that is racist, disparaging, and Orientalist” toward certain groups such as Ar-
abs, and toward ethnic minorities, including Kurds and Armenians. Please also see note 28 infra. Bora, “Nationalist 
Discourses,” 439–440.
40 The author is so determined to prove her point that she goes as far as claiming that ASALA was still active even 
in 2004 and killed five Turkish officers in Iraq. Ibid., 30. However the organization ceased to be active in the late 
1980s.
41 Ibid., 70–115. Karaca does not provide any rationale for her analysis to prove that the film is about drug smuggling 
more than anything else. It is unclear how this conviction ties into her general argument, that the film is a propa-
ganda film that is hostile toward Turks.
42 Ibid., 71, 78.
43 As I discuss later, Ali is not the only character in the film who fails to “listen.” Ani, who dedicated her life to rais-
ing awareness on Armenian genocide, fails to hear Celia’s pain even though she is the only person who can provide 
closure to the issue of Celia’s father’s suicide. 
44 Unlike the two books mentioned here, Daldal’s article was published in a peer-reviewed academic journal and pro-
vides a comprehensive and balanced discussion of the film. See Aslı Daldal, “Ararat and the Politics of ‘Preserving’ 
Denial,” Patterns of Prejudice 41, no. 5 (2007): 407–434. 




is presented as absolutely factual.”45 Daldal argues that Ali is portrayed as the other, 
ÅZ[\I[PWUW[M`]IT[MKWVLI[5][TQU_PQKPZMÆMK\[VW\WVTa\PMLQ[KZQUQVI\QWV\PI\
exists in society but also Egoyan’s own manipulative attempt to single out the charac-
ter. Daldal writes:
<PMÅO]ZMWN \PM7ZQMV\ITUITMWZNMUITMI[IOIa[ML]KMZQ[I_MTTSVW_V
KTQKPu# QVLMML \PMPIZMUIVL \PM<]ZSQ[PJI\P IZM \PM \_WUW[\ XWX]TIZ
representations of  Ottoman Turkey. . . . Despite the western image of  Turkey 
M[XMKQITTa1[\IVJ]TI[\PM[Q\MWN IU]T\Q\]LMWN [M`]ITNIV\I[QM[PWUW[M`]IT-
ity is still largely condemned in contemporary Turkey, and Turkish audiences 












gion and his sexual orientation function to highlight David’s character and his uncom-




audience that he is a stranger or the other. What Egoyan portrays, I would argue, is not 
Ali’s LQNNMZMVKM, but David’s QVLQNNMZMVKM\W\PMNMMTQVO[WN \PW[MIZW]VLPQU;QUQTIZTa)TQ¼[
homosexuality functions in the same way as his religion does with regard to David’s 
character: it makes David’s rigid and discriminatory attitude visible.
 ,ITLIT¼[ ZMILQVOWN  \PMÅTU_W]TLPI^MJMMV R][\QÅMLPIL \PMÅTUILWX\ML;I




based on the belief  that the truth can be captured and represented mimetically. In 
KWV\ZI[\\W;IZWaIV¼[PQ[\WZQKITMXQK\PMZM[\WN \PMÅTUQ[[M\QV\PMXZM[MV\\QUM#Q\
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\PMQZ]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PMXZM[MV\I[_MTTI[PW_XZM[MV\LIaKWVLQ\QWV[QVÆ]MVKM\PM
ways in which the past is perceived and narrated.
Relocating Ararat. Ararat, when read in its entirety—as opposed to the selective ap-
XZWIKPM`MUXTQÅMLQV\PMXZMKMLQVO[MK\QWV[¸IXXMIZ[\WPI^M\PZMMQUXWZ\IV\IVL
interwoven, issues at its heart. First is the temporal dislocation occurring as a result of  
\PMMZI[]ZMWN UMUWZa<PM[MKWVLQ[[]M\PMÅTU\IKSTM[Q[ the way that humans deal 
with memory and the way that the needs of  present-day conditions shape the narra-
tion of  the past. Finally, the third fundamental problem explored in Ararat concerns the 
QUXW[[QJQTQ\aWN ZMXZM[MV\QVOIVM^MV\\PI\VW\WVTaLM^I[\I\ML\PMOMVMZI\QWV_PW
experienced it but also continues to have an effect on following generations.
 The temporal dislocation that occurs as a result of  the erasure of  memory is re-





tal image,” which is the basis of  the time-image.48 AraratQ[ÅTTML_Q\PKZa[\ITQUIOM[
\PI\QV,MTM]bM¼[LMÅVQ\QWVPI^M\_WLQ[\QVK\J]\QVLQ[KMZVQJTM[QLM[¹MIKP[QU]T\IVM-
ously capturing and liberating the other.”49+QVMUI¼[IJQTQ\a\WUISM\QUM^Q[QJTM\W
[PW_\PMM`Q[\MVKMWN XZM[MV\IVLXI[\\WOM\PMZQ[M[XMKQITTaQUXWZ\IV\QVIÅTU[]KP
as Ararat because its subject matter does not have a settled and accepted history.50
 While Ararat¼[ÅTU_Q\PQV\PMÅTUKWV[\IV\Ta]VLMZTQVM[\PMLQNNMZMVKMJM\_MMV\PM
\_W\MUXWZITbWVM[ \PW[MXI[[IOM[IZMVW\ \PMWVTaUWUMV\[_PMZM \QUMJMKWUM[
^Q[QJTM5W[\WN \PM[KMVM[_Q\P/WZSaIT[WN]VK\QWVI[KZa[\ITUWUMV\[/WZSaXWZ-













48 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The Time-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta (London: Athlone Press, 
2000).
49 Ibid., 68.
50 In an article that reads Ararat’s approach to its subject through Deleuze’s notion of the event, Elena Del Rio suggests 
that the way Ararat deals with the problem of representing an event that has catastrophic effects on generations 
resembles Deleuze’s “conceptualisation of time as Aion,” which disregards the chronological order of events. Elena 
Del Rio, “Ararat and the Event of the Mother,” Canadian Journal of Film Studies 17, no. 2 (2008): 13–34.
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 0W_\PMVMML[WN \PMXZM[MV\[PIXM\PMVIZZI\QWVWN \PMXI[\QVKWV\ZI[\Q[LMIT\







had told him that she was having an affair with another man and that she was going 
\W TMI^MPQU)KKWZLQVO\W+MTQIPMZNI\PMZ_W]TL_IV\\WSQTTPQU[MTN  QN )VQ_MZM
PI^QVOIVINNIQZ)VQ¼[IV[_MZ\ZIV[KMVL[\PM[XMKQÅKKWV^MZ[I\QWV\PMaIZMPI^QVO1V
ZM[XWV[M\WPMZY]M[\QWV¹LQLPMR]UXWNN \PMKTQNN 'º)VQ[Ia["¹1KIV¼\ZMUMUJMZ
what you want me to remember. Even if  I could, I wouldn’t. I don’t need to.” The 
[KMVM\ISM[XTIKMQVNZWV\WN IUQZZWZ_PMZM_M[MM)VQPMZ[MTN J]\WVTa+MTQI¼[ZMÆMK-
tion in the mirror. Although Ani also suffers from the pain caused by denial, she fails to 
ZMKWOVQbM\PMZMÆMK\QWVWN \PQ[^ MZa[IUMXIQVQV\PMUQZZWZ.QO]ZM)VQJaZMN][QVO
+MTQI¼[ ZMY]M[\ KI\-
MOWZQKITTa ¹-^MV QN 
1KW]TL1_W]TLV¼\º
also refuses to help 
her move on, failing 
or refusing to provide 
an explanation to 
+MTQI IJW]\ PMZ NI-
ther’s death. Rather 
than trying to hear 
IVL ]VLMZ[\IVL +M-
lia, she is interested 
in defending herself, 
so that, in place of  a humane, compassionate response to a personal tragedy, their 
MVKW]V\MZ[KWVKMZV\PMY]M[\QWVWN JTIUM?PQTM+MTQIVMML[\WOM\IOZQXWV\PMXI[\





dealing with and/or facing the other rather than aiming to represent the truth.
 <PQ[ [KMVM TMIL[ \W WVM WN  \PMUW[\UMUWZIJTM [KMVM[ QV \PM ÅTU XIZ\QK]TIZTa
in relation to Egoyan’s approach to the representability of  the event, which is the 
\PQZLUW[\ QUXWZ\IV\ Q[[]M \PM ÅTU [KZ]\QVQbM[=VIJTM \W ÅVL \PM \Z]\P IJW]\PMZ
NI\PMZ¼[LMI\PJMQVOZMN][MLIVIV[_MZJa\PMWVTaXMZ[WV_PWKIVXZW^QLMWVM+M-
TQIQ[TMN\MVZIOML;PM[\WZU[QV\W\PMM`PQJQ\QWVZWWUIVLI\\IKS[/WZSa¼[XIQV\QVO
with a pocketknife, attempting to cut through the canvas, stabbing the painting. This 
painting, in Ani’s words, frames Armenian identity and suffering for many Armenians 
IVLM`XTIQV[¹_PW\PMaIZMIVLPW_\PI\OW\\PMZMº-^MV\PW]OPQ\ZMUIQV[]VKTMIZ
Figure 4. Ani challenged by Celia about her father’s death (Miramax, 2002).
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_PM\PMZ [PM_I[IJTM \W¹\MIZº \PM QUIOMWZVW\ -OWaIVLWM[VW\ [PW_IVIK\]IT
ZQXPMLWM[XZW^QLM\PM[W]VLWN \PMKIV^I[JMQVO\WZV)KKWZLQVO\W6QKPIVQIV\PQ[
Q[PW_-OWaIVI^WQL[ \PM [TI[P"Ja QUIOQVQVO Q\ ¹<PM ZMIT TIKMZI\QWVKW]TLVW\JM
brought into representation. It persists and insists, however, in its very erasure. It is a 
glaring absence.”51 This is also how Egoyan tears his own image: by constantly admit-
ting the unrepresentability of  the pain, of  the rupture, of  the event. A similar moment 
WKK]Z[QV/WZSa¼[[\]LQW_PMVPMPQU[MTN I\\MUX\[\W¹LM[\ZWaºPQ[W_VXIQV\QVO
 <PZW]OPW]\\PMÅTU/WZSaQ[[MMVQVPQ[[\]LQWQV\PMXZWKM[[WN KZMI\QVOPQ[UW[\
famous painting: )Z\Q[\ IVL0Q[5W\PMZ/WZSa WZQOQVITTa NZWUI ^QTTIOMVMIZ>IV QV
present-day Turkey, escaped to Russia with his family in 1915. When his mother later 
LQMLWN [\IZ^I\QWV/WZSa_I[ZM]VQ\ML_Q\PPQ[NI\PMZQV\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[I\\PMIOM
of  sixteen, where he lived for the rest of  his life. The scenes in his studio show the part 
WN PQ[TQNM_PMVPM\WWSWV\PMXZWRMK\WN XIQV\QVOPQ[UW\PMZ;P][PIVJI[MLWV\PM
XPW\WOZIXPWN PMZIVLPQU[MTN \PI\_I[\ISMVQV>IV_PMVPM_I[IaW]VOJWa<PM
photograph was sent to his father, and although Gorky later retrieved the photograph, 







LMI\PWZ\PMXI[\0Q[¹_WZTLTM[[VM[[ºJMKWUM[PQ[¹_WZLTM[[VM[[º52 The puncture 
the photograph creates says more than Gorky can with words.53
 Gorky’s spectacular failure to represent his pain in painting is precisely the moment 
PM Q[IJTM \WKWV^MaPQ[IOWVa<PQ[ QVZM\]ZVITTW_[-OWaIV\WZMÆMK\WVPQ[W_V 
QVIJQTQ\a \W ZMXZM-
sent the event. In Ara-
ZI\ Egoyan imagines 
that Gorky erases the 
hands of  his mother, 
which he had already 
XIQV\ML .QO]ZM 
This is an act that 
allows Gorky also to 
¹\W]KPº PQ[ UW\PMZ
at the very mo-
ment of  destroying 
her painted hands. 
51 Marc Nichanian, “Tearing and Destitution,” Armenian Review 49, nos. 1–4 (2004–2005): 6.
52 I borrow this wordplay from Jale Parla, “Car Narratives: A Subgenre in Turkish Novel Writing,” South Atlantic Quar-
terly 102, nos. 2–3 (2003): 545.
53 For more information on Gorky’s life and art, see Peter Balakian, “Arshile Gorky and the Armenian Genocide,” Art in 
America 84 (1996); Matthew Spender, From a High Place: A Life of Arshile Gorky (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2000); Nouritza Matossian, Black Angel: The Life of Arshile Gorky (London: Chatto & Windus, 1998).
Figure 5. Gorky erasing his mother’s painted hands (Miramax, 2002).
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Egoyan moves his camera behind the canvas, capturing the momentary trace Gorky 
leaves on the painting; a sense of  touch develops in relation to the painting.
 Gorky’s endeavor, as well as Egoyan’s attempt to represent it, is not merely to create 
an art object. It is an effort to give the image of  the mother back her auratic existence, 
à la Walter Benjamin.54 In a scene where Ani reads from her book on Gorky, she ex-
XTIQV[¹?Q\P\PQ[XIQV\QVO/WZSa[I^MLPQ[UW\PMZNZWUWJTQ^QWV[VI\KPQVOPMZW]\WN 
a pile of  corpses to place her on a pedestal of  life.” In other words, the painting slows 
down the decaying process and gives the dead a place in history. The absence that 
marks the painting, the absence of  the mother, the absence of  the land, is not mastered 
Ja\PMXIQV\MZJ]\TQ^ML)[QUQTIZIJ[MVKMUIZS[\PMTQ^M[WN \PMKPIZIK\MZ[QV\PMÅTU
as the ghosts of  dead fathers, and a ghost of  long-departed history, haunt each char-
acter in different ways. Those very same ghosts also haunt the Turkish psyche. If  one 
way to deal with these ghosts is to allow them to demand justice, another, albeit less 
[]KKM[[N]T_IaQ[\WKWV\QV]MLMVaQVO\PMQZM`Q[\MVKM6M^MZ\PMTM[[\PMÅTUZMXMI\MLTa
admits that the ghosts of  the past will remain in the present until or unless they are 
confronted, until or unless what the other has to say is heard.
Conclusion. AraratQ[IÅTU\PI\LMIT[_Q\PI^MZa[MV[Q\Q^MQ[[]M"\PMUI[[IKZMWN 7\-
toman Armenians and its legacy. It consequently occupied the center of  many discus-
sions in Turkey, not only because it questions the possibility of  representing an event of  
devastating scale and challenges the traditionally favored approaches to representing 
traumatic events but also because the meaning of  its subject matter is still interwoven 
_Q\P\PMXWTQ\QK[WN LMVQITQV<]ZSMa)ÅTU\PI\Q[TM[[IJW]\\PMY]M[\QWVWN ¹_PI\ZM-
ally happened” and more about how the event affected generations of  Armenians did 
VW\Å\\PMM`Q[\QVOLQ[KW]Z[M1V<]ZSMa\PMIV[_MZ\W\PMY]M[\QWV¹,QLQ\PIXXMV'º
not only is a prerequisite for any type of  hearing but also determines how much of  
_PI\WVMPI[\W[IaQ[PMIZL<PQ[QV\]ZV[PIXML\PMZMKMX\QWVWN \PMÅTUIVLUILMQ\[
UIQVKWVKMZV¸VW\TQ[\MVQVO\W\PMW\PMZ¸Q\[NI\M;]KPZMKMX\QWVI[1PI^MIZO]ML
was due to the ways in which the dominant discourse disavows the issue rather than 
PW_\PMÅTULMIT\_Q\PQ\<PQ[Q[VW\\W[Ia\PI\\PMÅTUQ[QUU]VM\WKZQ\QKQ[UJ]\\PI\
the criticism produced was selective in its approach to the text and was shaped by the 
existing nationalistic discourses.
 Yet the general response to Ararat in Turkey should not be reduced only to the dis-
missive and defensive. Writing one of  the few supportive articles in Turkey, journalist 
Iá[UM\*MZSIVIZO]ML\PI\LM[XQ\M\PMOMVMZITZMIK\QWV\PMÅTUQ[VW\IJW]\ZMXZWL]K-
ing hate but about how meaningless hatred is.55)NM_aMIZ[IN\MZ\PMÅTU¼[ZMTMI[M
54 Here, I am thinking of Walter Benjamin’s definition of aura and his distinction between photography and painting. 
For Benjamin, photography “is like food for the hungry or drink for the thirsty,” whereas with painting, the eyes 
will “never have their fill.” Walter Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” in Illuminations, trans. Harry Zohn 
(London: Pimlico, 2007), 183. Hence a photograph appearing in a film, arresting the time of the narrative for a 
moment, is a different kind of experience from the stillness of a painting. In Ararat when Arshile Gorky decides to 
paint his (dead) mother from a photograph, and when Egoyan in return decides to represent the act of the painting, 
destruction (death) and reconstruction (giving her back an aura, an eternal existence) take place at the same time in 
the same cinematic space. 
55 I˙smet Berkan, “Tartıs¸ılan Ararat,” Radikal, December 24, 2001, http://www.radikal.com.tr/veriler/2001/12/24 
/haber_24547.php.
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\PM ÅZ[\ KWVNMZMVKM_Q\P XZM[MV\I\QWV[ \PI\ KPITTMVOML \PM WNÅKQIT LQ[KW]Z[M WV \PM










leader of  the governing 2][\QKMIVL,M^MTWXUMV\8IZ\a.WTTW_QVO\PMÅTU¼[ZMTMI[M




[MIZKPNWZ¹[WUMSQVLWN M`XTIVI\QWVºWN _PWPMQ[#\PMOPW[\WN +MTQI¼[NI\PMZ_PW[M
LMI\PZMUIQV[]VZM[WT^MLNWZ+MTQIIVLLZQ^M[PMZ\W^QWTMV\MVL[\WNWZKMW\PMZ[\W
speak out for him or about him; looking for something, something to satisfy the ghost, 
TWWSQVONWZI¹[PIXM\PI\Q[IJ[MV\º¹.QVLQVO\PM[PIXMLM[KZQJMLJaIJ[MVKMcaptures 
perfectly the paradox of  tracking through time and across all those forces that which 
makes its mark by being there and not there at the same time,” writes Avery Gordon.57 
8MZPIX[\PMUW[\QUXWZ\IV\IVLXW_MZN]TM`IUXTMWN \PQ[[MIZKPQ[^Q[QJTMQV/WZSa¼[
Y]M[\QVÅVLQVO\PM[PIXMLM[KZQJMLJaPQ[UW\PMZ¼[IJ[MVKMIVL-OWaIV¼[IM[\PM\QK
preferences in representing it. It is not only his mother’s ghost that is haunting Gorky 
but Gorky himself  who haunts the narrative space with his silence, with his quest for 
\PM [PIXMLM[KZQJMLJaIJ[MVKM<PMÅTUKWVNZWV\[ \PM [XMK\I\WZ_Q\PIJ[MVKM[WN 
various forms, pointing ultimately to the absence of  the very people around whom the 
dramas unfold: Armenians in Anatolia, in today’s Turkey. ✽
1\PIVS=U]\<]ZMU*MV,I_[WV)V\PWVa)TM[[IVLZQVQ+PZQ[*MZZaIVL4I]ZI5]T^MaI[_MTT\PMIVWVaUW][+QVMUI
2W]ZVITZM^QM_MZ[NWZ\PMQZ\PW]OP\N]TKWUUMV\[\PZW]OPW]\\PM_ZQ\QVOWN \PQ[IZ\QKTM
56 Hüseyin Çelik, “Kilisenin Onarımı En Güzel Yanıt Olur,” Hürriyet, January 17, 2002, http://hurarsiv.hurriyet.com.tr 
/goster/printnews.aspx?DocID=48880.
57 Gordon, Ghostly Matters, 6.
